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1. INTRODUCTION 
Risk-sensitive control problems with partial observation have been studied in the linear exponen- 
tim quadratic Gaussian case by Bensoussan and Van Schuppen (see [1]). 
The general nonlinear case with independent noises has been handled by James et al. (see [2]) 
and Bensoussan and Elliott (see [3]) where a modified Zakai equation, the so-called "risk-sensitive 
Zakai equation", is derived. The solution of this equation is a measure related not only to the 
state of the process, but also to the exponential running cost. An associated modified Kushner- 
Stratonovitch equation has been computed by Baras et al. (see [4]) by means of usual techniques 
from nonlinear filtering theory. Note that in [4], exact solutions for both the Zakai and the 
Kushner-Stratonovitch equations are given. These solutions correspond to cases for which the 
result is known for the "usual" filtering equations. 
The risk-sensitive Zakai equation associated with partially observed nonlinear systems with 
correlated noises has been established by Charalambous and Hiley (see [5]). An explicit solution 
of the ZaLui equation is given in [5] in the linear exponential quadratic Gaussian case. 
The aim of this paper is to compute risk-sensitive Zakai and Kushner-Stratonovitch equations 
for partially observed nonlinear systems with correlated noises. An explicit solution for both 
equations is given in the linear exponential quadratic Gaussian case. 
This paper is divided into four sections and is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce 
the nonlinear filtering problem with correlated noises we are dealing with in this paper. In 
Section 3, we compute the risk-sensitive Zakai and Kushner-Stratonovitch equations associated 
with our filtering problem. In Section 4, we give an explicit solution for the filtering equations in 
the linear exponential quadratic Gaussian case. 
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2. THE MODEL 
Let (gt, ~-, P) be a complete probability space and denote by w and v two independent Wiener 
processes defined on this space and such that 
• w takes values in R m and has covariance matrix Q., 
• v. takes values in ]~P and has covariance matrix R.. 
Moreover, we assume that the matrix R is uniformly positive definite. 
In the following, we consider the nonlinear filtering problem associated with the signal-observa- 
tion pair (xt, Yt) E ~ × ]~P solution of the stochastic differential system written in the sense of 
It5, 
// /0 f zt =x0+ b(s, xs) ds+ a(s,  xs)dws + 0 (s, zs) dv.~, 
(1 )  
Yt = h(s, x~) ds + vt, 
where we have the following. 
1. x0 is a 5~0 measurable random variable, independent of w and v, with distribution m0. 
2. The measurable functions b, a, and (~ mapping [0, T] × It( n into I~ n, 11~ n×' ,  and I~ n×p, 
respectively, are uniformly Lipschitz and with less than linear growth. 
3. h is a measurable bounded function mapping [0, T] × ~n into R p. 
As is usual in nonlinear filtering theory, define for any t E [0, T], the Girsanov exponential 
associated with system (1) by 
(/o /0 ) 1 . Zt = exp h(s, xs)*Rs I dys - -~ 
Then the stochastic process (Zt)tC[O,T ] is a solution of the stochastic differential equation 
dZt = Zth (t, xt)* R t  1 dyt, (2) 
with Z0 = 1. 
Furthermore, since the function h is bounded, the stochastic process (Zt)t~[O,Tl is a martingale 
and, if one denotes by t5 the probability measure defined on the measurable set (~, $-) by the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative 
d~_p = Zt l .  
Girsanov's theorem asserts that the stochastic process (Yt)tE[O,T] is, under the probability 
measure P~ a Wiener process with covariance matrix R.. 
Let 1 be a measurable function mapping [0, T] × ]~n into ~ such that for any (t, x) c [0, T] × ]R n, 
I(t,x)] _< K(1  + Ix[2). 
For any real number 0 denote by Dt the exponential process defined for any t ~ [0, T] by 
Then, the stochastic process (Dt)te[O,T] is the solution of the differential equation 
dDt = Ol(t, xt)Dt dt, (3) 
with Do = 1. 
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For any measurable function ¢ mapping R n into R for which the expectations are finite, define 
7rt(¢) = E [¢(xt)Dt \ Yt] 
and 
where Yt = a(y~/O < s < t). 
pd¢)  = L? [¢(x~)Z~D~ \ y~], 
Then, by means of standard arguments in nonlinear filtering theory, one can prove easily that 
for any t E [0, T], 
~(¢)  = o,,(¢) 
pt(1) " (4) 
Note that when 0 = 0, 7rt, and Pt are, respectively, the filter and the unnormalized filter 
associated to the nonlinear filtering problem (1). 
The purpose of the following section is to prove that the processes ~rt and pt are, respectively, 
solutions of a modified Kushner-Stratonovitch and Zakai Equations. 
3. R ISK-SENSIT IVE  F ILTERING EQUATIONS 
3.1. The Zakal Equat ion  
Let Lt be the second-order differential operator defined for any function ¢ in C2(R~; R) by 
where 
and 
= 5) 02¢ "x" 1 0~¢ (x) O¢ ,x, 1~-~ aiy(t, ~ gtij(t,x) Lt¢(x) ~-~.bi(t,x)-~zit J + -~ ~ l  ) + -~ 05iOxj " ' 
i=1 i , j= l  • i , j= l  ' 
a(t, x) = a(t, x)Qta(t, x)* 
a(t, x) = ~(t, x)R~(t ,  5)*, 
and let Bt be the first-order differential operator defined for any function ¢ in C 1 (R~; IR) by 
Bt¢(x) = ¢(5)h(t, x)* + (V¢(z))* ~(t, x). 
Then one can prove that the stochastic process Pt (4) solves the following modified Zakai equa- 
tion. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any function ~b in Co2(IRn;IR), pt(~o) solves the following stochastic partial 
differential equation: 
/o' /0 /0' pt(¢) = p0(¢) + p~ (L~¢) ds + p~ (Ol(s, .)¢) ds + p~ (Bs¢) R-21 dys, (5) 
with P0(¢) = E(¢(x0)) = f~, ¢(x) dmo(x). 
PROOF. By It6's formula, one has 
/o' /o' /0' 4(xt) = 40(xo) + Lsgo(xs) ds + (Vcb(Xs))*~r(s,x,) dws + (V¢(x~))* a (S, Xs) dye. 
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Then, taking into account (2) and (3) yields 
/o /o ¢(xt)ZtDt -- ¢(x0) + ZsDsLs¢(x,) ds + OZsDsl(s, xs)¢(Xs) ds 
/o Io + Z~D~(V¢(ze))*~,(s,x~) dwe + ZeDe¢(xe) h(s, xe)*ne-ldye 
+ ZeDe(V¢(zs))*~(s, ze)R-21ay~. 
Conditioning both sides of the previous equality on Yt and using the stochastic Fubini theorem 
(see, for example, [6, Lemma 2.2.4, p. 84]), one has 
Pt(¢) -=- P0(¢) + Ps (Ls¢) ds + Pe (t?l(s, .)¢) ds + p~ (Bee) R~ -1 dye. | 
REMARK 3.2. If t~ = 0, equation (5) reduces to the "usual" Zakai equation of nonlinear filtering. 
If the measure Pt(.) has a density Pt(.) with respect o the Lebesgue measure on R n, one has 
for any function ¢ mapping R n into R, 
Pt(¢) = f ¢(x)pt(x)dx, 
JR n 
and by integrating by part each term of (5), the following result holds. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The density Pt(.) of the measure Pt(.) solves the stochastic differential equa- 
tion 
pt(z) = po(x) + L~p,(x) ds + Of(s, x)pe(x) as + B2p~(z)R-21 dye, 
where P0(.) is the density of the measure m0. 
3.2. The  Kushner -S t ra tonov i tch  Equat ion  
As is usual in nonlinear filtering theory, one can deduce from the Zakai equation (5) that the 
measure-valued stochastic process 7rt (.) solves a nonlinear stochastic partial differential equation, 
the modified Kushner-Stratonovitch equation. 
THEOREM 3.4. For any function ¢ in C2(]~n;R), 71-t(¢) solves the following stochastic partial 
differential equation: 
/o /o ~t(¢) = ~o(¢) + ~e (Lee) ds + (~e(Ol(s,.)¢) - ~(¢)~e(0Z(s , . ) ) )  as (6) 
+ (Its (Bee) - ~re(¢)rr,(h(s, .)*)) R21 (dy~ - rre(h(s, .)) ds. 
PROOF. In order to compute the modified Kushner-Stratonovitch equation, let us first prove the 
following result. 
LEMMA 3.5. For any t E [0, T], one has 
(fot l fotTr~(h(s,.)*)R-jlTr~(h(s,.))ds ) pt(1) = exp 7r~(h(s, .)*)n-j t dye - 
x exp (fotTrs(Ol(s,.))ds) . 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5. By It6's formula, one has 
/0 /0 ZtDt ~ 1 + ZsDsOl(s,x~) ds + Z~Dsh(s,x~)*R-j l  dys. 
Then, conditioning both sides of the above equality on Yt and using the stochastic Fubini 
theorem yields 
// /0 pt(1) = 1 + ps(Ol(s, .))as + ps(h(s, .)*)R; 1 dys. 
Therefore, taking into account (4), the previous equality gives 
/0 /0 pt(1) = 1 + Try(Of(s, .))ps(1) ds + p~(1)p~(h(s, .)*)R21 dye, 
which leads easily to the representation formula given in Lemma 3.5. | 
Let us now turn back to the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
By ItS's formula, one can deduce easily from Lemma 3.5 that for any t E [0, T], 
// (pt(1)) -1 = 1 + %(h(s, .)*)R21~r~(h(s, . ))(p~(1)) -1 ds 
(7) 
/o /o - 7r~(Ol(s, .))(p~(1)) -1 ds - 7r~(h(s, .)*)R~ -1 (p~(1)) -1 dys. 
Furthermore, noticing that for any t E [0, T], one has 
~(¢) = p~(¢) (p~(1) )  -~  , 
It6's formula gives 
d (Trt(¢)) = pt(¢)d(pt(1))  -1 -t- dpt(dp)(pt(1)) -1 -t- (p.(~b), (p . (1) ) - l ) t  
Therefore, taking into account (5) and (7), the above equality yields 
d (71t (¢ ) )  : pt(¢) (fit(l)) -1 7rt(h(t, .)*)R;17ct(h(t, .)) dt 
-- pt(~)) (f it (1 ) )  -1  (7~t(Ol(t, .)) dt - 71"t ( / t ( t  , . ) * )~t  I dyt) 
+ (pt(1)) -1 (Pt (Lt¢) dt + pt(Ol(t, .)9) dt + pt(Bt¢)Rt 1 dyt) 
- (p~(1)) -1 p~ (Bt¢) n~l~(h( t ,  .)) dr, 
which gives, by taking into account equality (4), 
d(Trt(¢)) = 7ct (Lie) dt + (Trt(Ol(t, .)¢) - rct(dp)Trt(Ol(t, .))) dt 
+ (7ct(Bt~b) - 7rt(¢)Trt(h(t, .)*)) Rt  1 (dyt - 7ct(h(t, .)) dr). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4. | 
REMARK 3.6. If 0 = 0, equation (6) reduces to the "usual" Kushner-Stratonovitch equation of 
nonlinear filtering. 
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4. THE L INEAR EXPONENTIAL  QUADRATIC  GAUSSIAN CASE 
In this section, we study a particular case of our problem for which an explicit solution of the 
filtering equations can be computed. 
Assume that for any (t, x) in [0, T] x ]R n, the coefficients of the stochastic differential system (1) 
read 
b(t, x) = B(t)x + b(t), 
x) = r,; x)  = 
h(t, x) = g( t )x  + h(t), 
where B(t), b(t), H(t), and h(t) are bounded measurable functions with values in A/fnx~(]R), 
A/fnxl(~), A/fpxn(~l), and A4pxl(~l), respectively, and E and E are matrices in A4nxm(R) and 
fl4nxp(~), respectively. 
Furthermore, assume that for any (t, x) in [0, T] x R n, 
l(t, x) = ~ (M(t)x, x) + (rn(t), x) + N(t), 
where M(t), re(t), and N(t) are bounded measurable functions with values in A4nx,~(R), 
A4nxl(R), and R, respectively, and that the distribution m0 of the random variable x0 has a 
density with respect o the Lebesgue measure on R n given by 
po(x) = (27r)n/2[Po11/2 exp - (x -  ro)*Po 1 (x -  to) , 
where Po is a positive definite matrix in Mnxn(~) and ro is given in R n. 
Then the following result is an easy consequence of the Kalman-Bucy filtering theory (see, for 
example, [7]). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The measure Pt(.) has a density with respect o the Lebesgue measure on R n 
given for any x E R n by 
1 ( 1 )  
pt(x) = L,t (27r)n/21pt11/2 exp - (x - rt)* P t  1 (x - rt) , 
where Pt is solution of the Riccati equation 
Pt = B(t)*Pt + PtB(t) + Pt (OM(t) - H(t)*R~-IH(t)) Pt + EQtE*, 
r t is solution of the stochastic differential equation 
drt = (B(t)rt + b(t) + OPt (M(t)rt + re(t))) dt + Edyt 
+ PtH(t)*Rt  1 (dyt - (H(t)rt + h(t)) dt), 
and ~'t is given by 
(~o t l for ) t/t = exp (H(s)rs + h(s))* R :  t dys - -~ (H(s)r~ + h(s))* R ;  1 (H(s)r~ + h(s)) ds 
exp 1 .  [Tr (PsM(s) ) )  ds) x (Of fot ( -~rsM(s) r~+m(s)*r~+N(s)+ 1 
REMARK 4.2. The density of the measure 7rt (.) can easily be obtained by normalizing the density 
of the measure fit(.) computed above. 
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